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The Marine Professionals Chartership Progression Training is an initiative 
developed by SeaFlo Consultancy Limited to support marine and subsea 
professionals working towards chartered engineering, or technologist 
status or maintaining their accreditation.

It is the only course of its kind to be approved by the Society for Underwater 
Technology (SUT) and the Institute of Marine Engineering, Science & Technology 
(IMarEST).

The programme is aimed to fast track and support the careers of:
•	 Those seeking to register as professional marine technicians to gain  

Chartered Engineer status
•	 Post-graduates and engineers as they progress into asset management roles  

and well integrity operations
•	 Qualified Chartered Engineers committed to maintaining their accreditation.

All training time is logged and counts towards a continuous professional 
development (CPD) certification.

The four modules cover the following themes:
1. Subsea wells: planning and safe operation of well life cycle operations
2. Subsea assets: risers, flowlines and pipeline integrity and IRM practices
3. Construction management: lean project management across subsea and 

marine construction
4. Subsea to topsides: asset and integrity management best practices.

•	 The course syllabus: Includes technology development topics such as e-battery 
powered and resident ROV’s remotely controlled from shore. Together with 
wider updates on robotics advancements in subsea drones to AUV’s and AIV’s.

•	 Intelligent and smart well controls, subsea digitalisation practices and real-
time condition performance monitoring technologies.

1. Subsea wells:  4 days (32 hours) of recognised logged training for those 
wishing to pursue registered subsea professional engineer or Chartered Engineer 
status.  Provides learners with a knowledge and understanding of planning and 
safe operations associated with light well interventions and maintaining subsea 
wells/asset integrity, in life cycle of operations.
 
•	 Covers global regulatory guidelines, safety case requirements
•	 Guest speaker presentations on NORSOK D_010 guidelines, recommended best 

practices of well integrity management
•	 Our “case studies” take into account IWCF Level 5 Guidance Publications on 

Recommendations for Enhancement in Well control training, examination and 
certification following the OGP Report 476 published Nov, 2019
•	 Plus our training services quality assurance processes will be delivered in accordance 

with OPITO verified competency assessment practices and ISO 29993:2017 and 
ISO 21500: 2012
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This document provides an extract overview of the four main modular training courses.
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2. Subsea Assets:  4 days (32 hours) of recognised logged 
training for those wishing to pursue registered subsea 
professional engineer or Chartered Engineer status.   As 
more subsea inspections are delivered by AUVs, AIVS and 
ROVs using advanced 3D inspection programmes, this module 
delivers an overview of the latest subsea riser inspection 
technologies and equipment to ensure learners have an in-
depth understanding required for asset integrity best practice.
 
•	 Technology and equipment developments are moving at a pace 

on e Battery powered, resident ROV’s that can be remotely 
controlled from shore
•	 Subsea drones and modular designs of AUV’s and AIV’s will 

all have a part to play in helping reduce OPEX costs across 
subsea life of field operations
•	 Digitalisation Transformation and links to global geographic 

information systems for digital mapping of subsea assets
•	 Latest real time data management to condition performance 

monitoring practices will all be delivered in this course.

3. Construction Management:  4 days (32 hours) of 
recognised logged training for those wishing to pursue 
registered subsea professional engineer or Chartered 
Engineer status.  This module will help to determine 
the leadership qualities, behaviours and management 

competencies required to successfully deliver reduced 
CAPEX budgets in areas including subsea construction to 
integrity management best practices.

•	 Case Studies will be presented on Agile-Lean Project 
management practices that can save significant costs if 
used effectively
•	 The 5 Key Dimensions of the Association of Project 

Management guidelines will be presented
•	 The importance of effective reliability/availability studies 

and system designs being manufactured, constructed and 
installed correctly to provide maximum production assurance

4. Subsea to Topsides: 4 days (32 hours) of recognised 
logged training for those wishing to pursue registered 
subsea professional engineer or Chartered Engineer status.   
An overview of the latest Big Data, digital technologies and 
asset management practices including real time condition 
performance monitoring. This module will also investigate 
systems to track, measure and communicate the progress 
and success of operational risk management, as well as 
OPEX cost benefit analysis and aligning operations.

•	 Takes into account the asset management considerations of 
phased subsea decommissioning and aging infrastructure.
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Module 1 Objectives

Customer groups will be formed to develop knowledge of subsea operations 
supporting a range of project and field development for operations engineers, 
field technicians, asset management and maintenance engineers (onshore and 
offshore personnel)  with specialist support training. 

This training is industry recognised and a certificate of competency will be 
provided to all course delegates who demonstrate the necessary skill sets, 
qualifications, experience and knowledge.  The training will be captured as part 
of the CPD logged training.

Module 1 focuses on providing candidates with a knowledge of planning and safe 
operations associated with light well interventions and maintaining subsea wells/
asset integrity, in life cycle of operations.  

It provides a duration of 4 days (32 hours) of recognised logged training towards 
subsea professional engineer or chartered engineer status (C.Eng), marine or 
subsea technologist.                                                                                                                         

Assessment:
Each course module has specific competency assessment measures which lead 
to an examination on the final day of the course.

Contents
•	 Planning a subsea light well intervention programme.
•	 Subsea simulator supported models of running and retrieval operations of 

subsea safety packages, subsea lubricators, safe well entry on subsea XT’s, well 
isolations, barrier testing.

•	 Overview of the differences in riser-less well intervention (wire-line lubricator, 
recoverable tool trap) equipment versus programs with pressure containment 
riser back to surface from dynamically positioning (DP) - mono-hull multi-purpose 
support vessel, with modular tower and module deck handling equipment.

•	 Well testing, barrier and performance standard testing of safety critical  
element equipment.

•	 Equipment familiarity, pre-operational deployment testing procedures.
•	 Well handover procedures, permit to work (PTW), simultaneous operations 

(SIMOPS) field, safety zones and operational procedures overview to critical 
sub-surface completions, well access, isolations, etc.

•	 Full awareness of site supervision responsibilities in accordance with 
International Well Control Forum (IWCF) practices.

•	 Awareness of NORSOK-D 010  well integrity recommended best practices,  
well barriers and DNV-GL standards.

•	 Subsea drilling BOP equipment, ROV intervention tooling, BOP intervention skids 
per API 53 regulations, BOP real time condition performance monitoring and well 
testing equipment interfaces.

1. Subsea Wells
Planning & safe operation of  
well life cycle operations



This document provides an extract overview of the four main modular training courses.

Example:
Fig 1  Subsea riser-less light well intervention programmes with well production
improvement efficiencies.

•	 Discussion about faulty SCSSV, look at potential causes and trouble-shooting 
solution scenarios

•	 Hydraulic supply pressure
•	 Mechanical mechanism issues
•	 Shut in the well
•	 Planning for subsea light intervention campaign impact to production this is a 

high producer well
•	 SCE issues recorded in SAP with traffic light warning indicators
•	 Root cause analysis, procedure check list criteria
•	 Includes a workshop session on annulus A to B monitoring via subsea wireless 

systems technologies and how to install these systems to existing wells.

(Open up the discussion with the class to consider the consequences of not 
having a light well intervention call-off contract support mechanism in place.)

•	 Introduction to wireless subsea sensor system for monitoring well integrity 
annulus A&B.

•	 Presentations and updates on API 17 series, recommended practices, codes and 
standards, BSEE Regulatory changes coming into effect from 2021 on subsea 
riserless (LWI) systems.

•	 Subsea simulator workshops, classroom exercises will be held each day, with 
logged continuous professional development (CPD) training, competency 
matrices being held on all course delegates.
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2. Subsea Assets 
Risers, flowlines & pipeline integrity  
and IRM practices

Module 2 Objectives 

Instruction and discussion on risers, flowlines and pipeline integrity 
management best practices. Periodic regulatory HSES testing 
requirements and subsea inspections are increasingly more supported 
by advancements in AUVs or AIVs which will be programmable with 3D 
inspection programs. For Example, Saipem is currently developing its 
latest generation of the Flat-Fish AUV for Shell Group in Brazil. 

This module provides an overview of latest subsea riser inspection 
technologies and equipment:

•	 Vacuum test annual safety, critical element (SCE) requirement 
•	 Through body scan checks, ultrasonic techniques, Eddy currents,  

etc. Torsion and curvature monitoring 
•	 Vessel excursion environmental monitoring 
•	 Riser vent gas monitoring 
•	 Riser magnetic torsion monitoring 
•	 Considerations for fibre-optic line in new risers 
•	 Remote wireless condition monitoring option on risers 
•	 Distributed acoustic sensing DTS systems 
•	 Fibre-optic leak detection. 



This document provides an extract overview of the four main modular training courses.

2. Subsea Assets 
Risers, flowlines & pipeline integrity  
and IRM practices

Content

•	 Planning a periodic subsea riser integrity management, inspection 
campaign

•	 These are category SCE with performance standards to be maintained
•	 Short Introduction to the key integrity management issues. 

Example: Riser integrity & periodic 
testing criteria

Fig 7  Subsea risers to semi-submersible 
floating production facility

Fig 8  ROV deployed riser inspection 
tool

Fig 9  Operational examples of AUV and AIV technologies will be presented 
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3. Construction Management

Agile and lean project management  
across subsea & marine construction

Module 3 Objectives

Realistically even planned preventative maintenance does not always 
deliver what it promises i.e. facilities, equipment, operating efficiency and 
along the asset’s entire life cycle with least possible cost. This module 
will introduce and lead discussions on subsea construction to integrity 
management best practices.

The signals are often clear and well known but unexpected failures 
unfortunately still arise despite major efforts to improve equipment 
reliability/availability.

•	 Major equipment failures still occur in spite of excellent preventative 
maintenance techniques.  However, as technology evolves with 
autonomous underwater intervention/inspection vehicles, maintenance 
practices should improve and become more cost efficient.

•	 Minor failures, stoppages in production, reduced operating capacity, 
quality defectiveness and other malfunctions are still present in the 
majority of assets worldwide despite the introduction of CAPEX to 
OPEX budget investments in an attempt to reduce them considerably.

•	 OPEX budgets can often be perceived as being too high for the level 
of cost competitiveness in varying economic climates. Or, do we need 
to spend any OPEX this year or delay it?  Attitude to risk?

Lean project management practices applied to subsea and/or marine 
construction and execution delivery planning. 

This module will seek to determine some of your leadership qualities, 
personality behaviours and management competencies.  Ability to 
manage complex projects, hold difficult discussions, changing situations, 
remaining profitable in a $50 dollar boe market place that is here to stay 
for a while. 



This document provides an extract overview of the four main modular training courses.

3. Construction Management

Agile and lean project management  
across subsea & marine construction

This module shall introduce the lean project risk management approach: 
5x lean project engineering and delivery principles:

1. Identify value

2. Map the process

3. Create flow

4. Draw value

5. Improve performances

Consider all Stakeholder interests / values and key drivers.  Is their value 
in redefining a process or procedure?   If so, how can the whole process 
be improved, shortened, etc. so it is right first time.

Fig 16  Lean project engineering to LEAN project management execution & 
delivery model: with ISO recognized quality assured results.

The key training competencies and behaviours include an overview of 
the lean principles, the tools required and how to apply them to the 
application of LEAN Six Sigma projects. Some of these include process 
maps, affinity diagrams and value stream mapping. This process can be 
applied to any business or organisation, no matter the size or the type 
of industry. Whether the business in question is in the manufacturing 
industry or it is a service provider, the processes can be used to 
streamline the procedures used within the company.  
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Fig 19  Real time condition performance monitoring 

Module 4 Objectives

An overview of the latest Big Data technologies and asset management 
practices including real time condition performance monitoring. This module 
recognises that you are collectively dealing with a combination of things 
centred on ageing facilities, subsea infra structure including pipelines and wells.

Success measurements:  What are the best measurements to track and 
communicate progress and success of operational risk management, 
operations assurance efficiency or asset and integrity improvement factors. 

Cost benefit analysis:  What is the financial justification to secure 
operational risk management and Integrity management OPEX budgets. 

Aligning operations:  How can operations or asset management teams 
ensure alignment of personnel and contractors when implementing a new 
operational risks and rewards asset management approach. 

This module will teach you how to effectively apply these tools and 
processes to assist you in the day-to-day tasks associated with planning 
and execution of various subsea or marine inspections, maintenance and 
repair operations over the life of field. 

     

4. Subsea to Topsides
Asset and integrity management  
best practices



This document provides an extract overview of the four main modular training courses.

Fig 20  Subsea surveillance & real time condition performance monitoring 
mapping, all of your assets. 

•	 Discussion and instruction on DNV-GL managed Ref-OREDA-SINTEF 
offshore subsea equipment reliability Database.

•	 Joint-operator collaboration agreement, updates on equipment 
reliability data and the asset integrity challenges.  Forward planning 
and determining what the realistic reliability/availability uptime 
performance factors are in some ageing assets.

•	 Maintenance free operating periods (MFOP) targets are aligned with 
the particular assets actual condition and impact on life cycle OPEX                                
budgets, management of change considerations.

•	 Examples of FMECA & RAM analysis applications on DNV-GL Maros 
and Taro software analysis reports and client reporting from subsea 
applications of asset integrity management, inspection, maintenance 
and campaign repair records.

•	 How to use data stream analysis for planned maintenance and fault 
finding diagnosis or real time troubleshooting.   

Examples will be discussed of production assurance program system 
design to operational phase models which is practical for operations 
technicians, field personnel to management understanding.  
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Asset life cycle regulatory reporting guidelines

•	 Table example of safety case updates
•	 Discuss tracked data in your companies AIM database
•	 Asset criticality levels
•	 Planned subsea IMR strategy frequencies various examples will 

be discussed from five to three yearly, with annual safety critical 
element campaigns dependent upon the age of the asset.

•	 Introduction and awareness of ISO 55000 for Asset Management 
and ISO 20815 covering production assurance and reliability 
management of offshore assets. e.g. This includes from the subsea 
wells, subsea pipelines, subsea structures to the topside host facility, 
risers and controls system interfaces and the key aspects of life cycle 
asset integrity management. 

Extract Examples: From asset integrity trend monitoring taken from 
CPM tools resulting in reduced down time and operational cost. 

Reduce imbalance to improved maintenance plans via more predictive 
frequency planning. 

Condition performance monitoring analysis, resulting in more predictive 
maintenance and mitigating the operational risks on equipment failures. 

Fig 21  Reduced imbalance improved maintenance via predictive planning 

•	 Integrated Control & Safety Systems 
•	 Provide an insight to latest technologies in emergency pipeline repair 

strategies, tooling and equipment requirements both diver assisted 
and deep-water diver less technologies. 
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SeaFlo Consultancy Ltd was established 
in Aberdeen Scotland in 2010 and has 
grown into an International Consultancy 
Company. SeaFlo has developed a 
consultancy services agreement with Add 
Energy, Norway and Australia Divisions to 
deliver subsea operations services and training 
to Oil & Gas and LNG Projects. 

The training is supported by GRi Simulations of St Johns 
Newfoundland, Canada, for clients in Australia. Similar offerings 
will soon be available in the USA, UK, Azerbaijan, Mozambique, 
West Africa, Brazil, Middle East, China, Vietnam and other 
Asia Pacific locations. 

SeaFlo can assist with the delivery and implementation 
of client training programmes and standards development 
through course delivery. Support is also available for training 
committee leadership, safety case forums, regulatory meetings 
such as SUT/ IMarEST workshops and client driven operational 
asset workshops. 

SeaFlo has a licensing agreement in place with the SUT and IMarEST with 
intellectual property right ownership for specific Modular Training Designs. 

This modular training design and training performance improvement programme can be  
customised for individuals and client teams.
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Fig7:	RLWI	Intervention	Units	with	Deep-water	Specification	*Courtesy	of	
Oceaneering,	int		

Systems	include	topside	fluid	handling	equipment,	fluid	conduits,	slick	line/wire	
line	units,	and	a	subsea	well	control	package.	The	systems	can	be	used	to	
perform	the	following	typical	down-hole	well	interventions	on	horizontal	and	
vertical	trees:		

More information is available upon request 
and on the company website:

www.seafloconsultancy.co.uk


